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IN MEMORIAM JULIUS GOMBOS

O
n October 6th. Hungary suffered a grave loss: for on that day —  the day on which the 
Hungarian people celebrated the eighty-seventh anniversary of the execution at Arad, by 
Austrian absolutism, of the thirteen martyr Hungarian generals condemnel to death after 
the surrender at Vilagos —  the sad news arrived which told us that in the Sanatorium at 

Neu-Wittelsbach near Munich, General Julius Gombos de Jakfa, Prime Minister of Hungary, had 
passed away at the age of barely fifty years. Julius Gombos was the first Hungarian statesman to be 
carried off by death while still in office an Premier: a fact that, combined with his eminent qualities 
as a man, impelled the nation to honour his memory with a funeral of magnificence rarely accorded 
to a Hungarian statesman.

As yet we have no suitable vista from which to visualise definitively General Gombos s eighteen 
years of public service and the four years in office as Prime Minister. It is left to History to give 
the final verdict. Nevertheless, the grateful Hungarian people already speaks in the following terms 
of the results secured for the country by the four years in which he was at the helm.

The crucial point of the domestic policy of Julius Gombos s government is that it really instituted 
a genuinely popular policy. The adjustment of the farmers’ debts, the Colonisation and Entail 
Acts, together with the far-reaching measures carried into effect in the fields of popular hygienics 
and social policy, —  these were all intended to improve the position of the people as a whole. 
Questions which had been left unsolved for years were thus adjusted: and the Hungary governed 
by Gombos —  despite the international economic crisis —  was an oasis of order and peace in a 
setthing Europe, —  a result undoubtedly due to the policy of the golden mean —  calm, sober and 
moderate, but courageously progressive too —  pursued by him.

It was these achievements in the field of internal politics that supplied Julius Gombos with the 
backing enabling him to organically dovetail his foreign policy into the frame of the political system 
of Europe. His visits to Rome, Vienna, Berlin and Warsaw, combined with the friendships that 
developed or were strengthened respectively by those visits, —  and more particularly the Rome 
Protocols signed jointly by Hungary, Italy and Austria — , raised Dismembered Hungary —  small 
as she is —  to the position of a factor in European politics. His death aroused sympathy all over 
Europe; and the appearance at Gombos s funeral of the representatives of five foreign Heads of 
State was without doubt evidence, not only that his decease had robbed Europe of one of her 
eminent statesmen —  a man who had been one of the mainstays both of European peace and of 
peaceful development — , but also that the unalterable determination to work for peace which 
characterises Hungary’s foreign policy is already meeting everywhere with full understanding and 
appreciation.

The late Hungarian Premier included in his political programme the endeavours of the Hungarian 
nation to achieve a peaceful revision. Not only did he proclaim those endeavor us; he succeeded in 
spreading more and more widely in Europe the conviction that the most opportune means of averting 
war is a peaceful revision of the terms of the Treaty of Trianon. Not only did he succeed in 
counteracting the disloyal assertion put forward by our enemies to the effect that the endeavours 
of the Hungarian nation mean war; he succeeded also in convincing many of the decisive factors 
of European politics that the best means of averting any eventual conflict in the Danube Valley 
is to put an end to the injustices committed against the Hungarian nation. That this attitude was 
fully in keeping with the interests, not only of our country, but also of Europe and of the world at 
large, is evidenced most strikingly by the speech made at Geneva by the British Foreign Secretary, 
Mr. Anthony Eden, just a few days before the Hungarian Premier’s death, in which he declared that 
a revision in terms of Article 19 of the Covenant of the League of Nations was not only possible, 
but that it was desirable and necessary.

Sad to say, Julius Gombos only survived this magnificent compliment —  so striking an 
endoresment of his policy —  by a few days.


